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ABSTRACT 
 
 
The social representations of Amerasians of American-Japanese ancestry in Japan have 
evolved from the derogatory "Ainoko" of the postwar period to the "Konketsuji" as social 
problem.  The term "Haafu" that followed brought stylish images to American-Japanese 
while "Kokusaiji" and "Daburu" declare their international character.  These changing 
images reflect evolving social conditions to a certain extent but also are stereotypes and 
misrepresentations.  In general, more positive social attitudes and legal conditions have 
improved the quality of life for American-Japanese.  However, continued belief in the myth 
of Japanese ethnic purity remains a barrier to the acceptance of multiethnic people. 
 
An earlier version of this paper was published in Japanese Society, Vol. 1, 1996 
 
The diverse society of Japan is composed of people of various ethnic groups, including a 
majority population of heteroegeneous origins.  Among these persons are those whose 
ancestry has been mixed in recent generations and who are referred to here as multiethnic.  
These individuals are usually the products of relationships between majority Japanese and 
people of various ethnic minority groups.  The largest number of multiethnic people are 
those of Korean and Japanese ancestry.  There are also the offspring of marriages between 
Japanese of Okinawan ancestry and majority Japanese.  as well as persons of partial Chinese, 
Taiwanese, Ainu and other ancestries. 
 It is extremely difficult to count multiethnic individuals because the government does 
not identify its citizens by ethnic background.  The residents of Japan are distinguished only 
by nationality.  So mixed marriage in Japan usually refers to the number of marriages 
between Japanese and persons of foreign nationality.  From these statistics we can see an 
increasing rate of so-called “international marriage” that since 1990 has exceeded 25,000 
each year.  The 1990 figure of 25,626 represented more than a 350% increase of the 1980 
number.  By 1994 international marriages comprised approximately 3.5% of all marriages 
(Ministry of Health and Welfare, 1995).  These international marriages are actually close to 
an American sense of “interethnic” marriage, as they occur most often with highly 
acculturated Koreans, born and raised in Japan but who maintain South Korean nationality. 
 After a long period of denial, Japanese society is gradually being recognized as being 
composed of people of various backgrounds.  References are made to the takokuseki shakai 
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(international society) due to the increased presence of people of foreign nationalities.  And 
people these days qualify their description of Japan as a tan’itsu minzoku kokka (monoethnic 
state) by such words as hobo (nearly) or by explaining that it is thought of in that way.   
 However, at the end of the twentieth century, awareness in Japan of the existence of 
multiethnic persons is still very low.  Their existence is increasingly likely to be 
acknowledged as their numbers grow and as individual assertions of identity become more 
possible and common.  With spouses and children of Japanese citizens receiving preferential 
treatment in immigration, permanent residence and naturalization, their tendency to settle in 
Japan will also continue to grow, guaranteeing an increase in the number of multiethnic 
individuals through international marriages.  As ethnic barriers between certain groups are 
lowered, interethnic marriages will also continue to increase. 
 This chapter explores the social representations of the most conspicuous multiethnic 
group in Japan, those of American and Japanese ancestry.  As the first of many such groups 
of so-called Amerasians who are products of American hegemonic military operations in 
Asia, their seemingly marginal story bears significant meaning for the prominent issues of 
race and nationality in Japan.  Description and analysis of their representations in postwar 
Japanese society is done through the context of the evolution of popular terms used to label 
them.  How social perceptions, attitudes and treatment of American-Japanese and other 
people of mixed ancestry been influenced by the state-endorsed mythology of ethnic purity 
will also be examined. 
 The term multiethnic is used here, but the term begs the question of what makes a 
person "ethnic?"  In reality, there is likely to be a great deal of variation from family to 
family, and from individual to individual.  Grouping all persons who are racially mixed 
denies individual difference as well as choice.  The construction of such an artificial 
category also ignores the heterogeneous origins of majority Japanese, and therefore 
indirectly reinforces the myth of their racial purity.  Despite these limitations, the word 
multiethnic is used as a term of convenience, to limit and define the scope of the discussion.  
It is a term that is more appropriate for some of the persons included in this essay, and less 
so for others. 
 
Ainoko 
 
The appearance of significant numbers of American-Japanese people in postwar Japan 
followed Japan's devastating military defeat in World War II.  During the Occupation period 
American men and Japanese women met in a wide variety of circumstances and formed 
relationships.  However, the consummation of these relationships was marred by social and 
legal barriers, including the refusal of the US government to take any role in encouraging 
responsibility in relationships, birth control or fathering as well as policies that blocked 
American-Japanese marriages.  These policies of the U.S. government contributed directly to 
massive child abandonment (Shade, 1984). 
 It was not until 1952 that legal barriers to Japanese and American marriages were 
finally lifted and marriages flourished.  Nationality law based on patriarchal family system 
and racial attitudes based on the myth of ethnic purity of Japanese people both labeled them 
as non-Japanese.  In fact, many have accompanied the more than 80,000 Japanese-American 
couples who have come to the United States since the end of the war (Thornton, 1992).  
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Children only received Japanese citizenship if their American father did not acknowledge 
paternity and also during the early periods of the Occupation in which the U.S. Embassy did 
not grant legal recognition of marriages between Japanese and Americans.  However, the 
legal status of these Japanese nationals was in contrast to prevalent social attitudes that 
regarded them as foreign and made them targets of prejudice and discrimination.   
 The most conspicuous group who remained in Japan were the abandoned orphans 
who became a target for political causes and hostility during the Occupation.  Mitsubishi 
heiress Sawada Miki was their staunchest advocate during the dark days when they first 
came to public attention and she established the Elizabeth Saunder’s Home for them in 1948 
(Hemphill, 1980).  Another influential figure in bringing aid to needy children was Nobel 
laureate Pearl S. Buck who formed a foundation in her name in 1967 to assist the mixed 
ancestry children she called “Amerasians” all over Asia (Shade, 1984).   
 Concerned persons debated whether these orphaned children should be isolated in a 
protective environment and gradually integrated into Japanese society, or were better off sent 
abroad either through adoption by Americans or as a group to a friendly environment like 
Brazil (Hemphill, 1980).  Those who favored their integration into Japanese society believed 
that the best solution was to eliminate their foreignness through intermarriage with majority 
Japanese.    
 During this period children were commonly referred to as “Ainoko.”  The word 
literally indicates a child of two things put together, or a child between two things.  It is used 
for animals as well as humans and for any kind of ethnically mixed person.  As in many 
other societies this coming together was viewed as problematic because it created a racially 
impure being of questionable belonging (Gist and Dworkin, 1972).  Cultural confusion was 
also thought to be associated with the marginal qualities of such persons.  The word Ainoko 
is considered derogatory and evokes images of poverty, illegitimacy, racial impurity, 
prejudice and discrimination.  The extremely negative social attitudes of this period in Japan 
are reflected in the film "Sayonara," when the Japanese woman asks her American lover “but 
our children...what would they be?”  His confident answer that they would simply be, “half 
yellow, half white; half Japanese, half American” was based on the assumption that they 
would be raised in the supposedly more hospitable environment of American society.   
 Japanese authorities who were concerned about protecting those whom they 
considered to be “good” Japanese women from sexual aggression by American males saw 
the abandoned children of this era as a social problem that was caused by the callous 
behavior of American men.  However, their attempts to count the children and investigate 
their situation were squashed by Occupation authorities while Americans refuted claims of 
massive irresponsibility in fathering and abandoning children as “cruel Communist lies” 
(Hemphill, 1980).  The children were occasionally presented to the American public as 
unfortunate and mixed-up street children but mostly they were ignored as a by-product of the 
war and an inevitable but small price to pay for fighting for world peace.   
 
Konketsuji 
 
As the occupation era ended and memories of the war began to fade the pejorative label of 
Ainoko was gradually replaced in public usage with the more neutral term Konketsuji 
literally “the mixed-blood child.”  Konketsuji was also a word that had been used previously  
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to refer to various kinds of racial mixtures, including Korean-Japanese people.  The change 
to the term Konketsuji did not end associations with the social problems caused by the U.S. 
military.  The end of the Occupation did not bring an end to the presence of military forces, 
as the U.S.-Japan Security Agreement continued to allow the maintainence of large facilities 
in Japan.  The bases were especially active during the Korean and Vietnam wars, and the 
stationing of troops in Japan led to the maintenance of service industries for them and 
continued births of children fathered by Americans both in and out of marriage.    
 The military became increasingly concentrated in Okinawa and the Amerasians 
became especially prominent there.  As older ones grew up they encountered new problems 
and acquired new stereotypes related to the phrase Konketsuji mondai  (the problem of the 
Konketsuji) (Murphy-Shigematsu, 1994a).  This was a period in which Okinawa’s status 
became a political issue that led to her reversion to Japan.   Once this was accomplished 
however, Okinawa’s status as an unequal member of the Japanese state, forced to bear the 
brunt of housing the American military, continued to be an issue.   
 The Konketsuji mondai was publicized as a symbol of the social problems caused by 
a large concentration of poorly educated, young males passing through on their way to an 
uncertain future in battle.  The children born during this period but abandoned by their 
American fathers were depicted as one of the burdens Okinawans were forced to bear in 
Japan’s support of America’s war in Vietnam (Fukuchi, 1980).  Although it is often said that 
the environment for American-Japanese in Okinawa has been less harsh than on the 
mainland, they have been targets of prejudice aggravated by military defeat, extended 
occupation, and the prolonged presence of the bases (Namihira, 1980).  Stereotyping and 
scapegoating American Japanese has been a common occurrence as Okinawan Japanese 
continue to struggle with the American and Japanese governments for the right of self 
determination. 
 Throughout Japan, discrimination was experienced by Konketsuji adults in 
education, employment, and marriage.  They became concentrated in large cities and in 
employment in fashion, entertainment and service industries on or near military bases 
(Strong, 1978).  They were strongly stereotyped in the mass media as living fast and loose 
lives due to the confusion created by the mixture of their genes (De Vos, et al. 1983).  
Konketsuji became over-represented in single-parent families and as school dropouts.  
Identity issues for many were complicated by racial and class prejudice, stereotyping, and 
abandonment (Wagatsuma, 1976).   
 Some of the more fortunate ones emerged in the media in the sixties, creating a 
"Konketsuji boomu" of sudden popularity of popular American-Japanese.  Talent scouts 
descended on international schools with large populations of American-Japanese in the 
mainland and Okinawa to scoop up attractive female and male Konketsuji for modeling and 
acting.  Sexual fascination was attached to erotic and exotic images of Konketsuji (De Vos 
and Wetherall, 1974).  Feelings of fascination and admiration for Konketsuji models and 
singers was mixed with repulsion of those of mixed ancestry (Lebra, 1976).  In either case 
Konketsuji were objectified and set apart from the majority. 
 The Konketsuji era was prolonged in Okinawa where despite reversion to Japan in 
1972 the American military remained and opposition forces to the military continued to find 
the American-Japanese a useful symbol for their cause.  They were represented in the media 
as a serious social problem and burden to Okinawa that resulted directly from the military 
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bases.  The particularly poignant problem of statelessness was highly publicized until the 
early eighties.  Amerasians who became stateless as a result of differences and loopholes in 
US and Japanese nationality laws were taken up as a cause by various groups with different 
agendas (Honda, 1982).  Even in Okinawa, however, the political climate gradually changed 
and anti-American feeling lessened, and as in the rest of Japan, prejudice toward American-
Japanese lessened.  With the growth of Japanese economic power the "problem of the 
Konketsuji" abated and the era of the Ainoko and Konketsuji passed into history. 
 
Haafu 
 
The popularity of Konketsuji entertainers stimulated the coining of a new term. The word 
“Haafu” was created in an attempt to find a trendy label that applied particularly to those 
considered phenotypically white.  Haafu comes from the English word half, and means "half 
foreigner" and also implies "half Japanese."  Turning English words into Japanese words is 
one way of avoiding emotionally-laden Japanese terms that have a history of associations.  
From sometime during the seventies till this day the term has remained the most popular one 
to describe not only American-Japanese but also certain other mixtures, mostly those 
considered to be phenotypically white.   
 Haafu represents an era in which the U.S. military is far less prominent in most parts 
of Japan especially following the end of the Vietnam war.  It also lacks associations of single 
mothers and poverty as children born into these situations decreased with Japan's economic 
ascent.  The name Haafu represents an era in which Americans are not so rich and powerful 
and Japanese not poor and weak, so they relate more as equals.  There are relatively less 
military marriages and more with civilians of various types residing in Japan. 
 For young people Ainoko and Konketsuji are related with prejudice and 
discrimination and a dark era while Haafu signifies a bright image of a fashionable foreign-
looking Japanese who speaks fluent English.   Much of this image is still based on physical 
appearance as the white Haafu image is perhaps the ideal physical type of the Japanese 
majority - long legs and “European” features, but still Japanese enough to be familiar and 
comfortable.  The widespread admiration of the Western powers that dates back to Meiji 
Japan and was revived following Japan's defeat in World War II also distinguishes 
American-Japanese from multiethnic people related to Japan's colonial empire, in particular 
Korean-Japanese.  The acceptance of White American standards by majority Japanese 
contributes to narrow images of American-Japanese as having ideal physical attributes and 
their popularity in the entertainment world as well as fictionalized heroes. 
 But while the Konketsuji image was basically related to an attractive body and 
physical skills such as in sports (some of Japan's most famous professional athletes are of 
multiethnic ancestry), the Haafu also became associated with a mental attribute.  Sexy idols 
who not only model and act but also appear as English instructors or announcers on 
television programs were promoted as not only beautiful but also intelligent.  The popular 
sound of radio disc jockeys and television announcers and celebrities with their smooth 
blend of native Japanese and English also represents the new images of Haafu as bilingual, 
bicultural, and intelligent.  That this image is an idealized one that doesn't always match 
reality is symbolized by the members of the singing group that helped to popularize the term 
Haafu, the Golden Haafu.  Although they were promoted as a bilingual group, only one of 
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the members actually spoke native English, while the others spoke English at the level of an 
ordinary Japanese (Williams, 1992). 
 In recent years the increased appearance in the media of American-Japanese raised 
bilingually and biculturally has added these fashionable images to the popular stereotypes of 
so-called “Haafu”.  But whether denigrating or exoticizing the American-Japanese person is 
depicted as the Other, making it difficult for them to be treated as individuals or as an 
ordinary Japanese. Unlike many other multiethnic people in Japan, most American Japanese 
are physically identifiable and therefore easy targets of daily social discrimination.  The 
phenomenon of "passing" that is widely practiced by most Japanese minorities including 
multiethnic persons, is not a possibility for most American-Japanese.  They are usually 
labeled as foreigners although many speak no other language than Japanese and have spent 
their whole lives in Japan.  In a society in which being different can be a sin punishable by 
ostracism, this obvious racial difference can be the cause of bullying and rejection from the 
group. 
 Despite the positive trends, the Haafu image is still marred by racial distinctions, as it 
generally leaves out those of African American origin.  Those considered to be 
phenotypically white generally may still encounter ambivalent and hostile attitudes but 
relatively less prejudice and discrimination.  In contrast those regarded as phenotypically 
black have generally considered to have undesirable physical features and have encountered 
more negative and derogatory social attitudes and stereotypes.  They have suffered from 
majority prejudices toward Blacks that regard them as culturally inferior outside of music, 
dancing, and sports.  The Haafu image also does not include those American-Japanese who 
are physically indistinguishable from majority Japanese. 
 The Haafu image also is generated from children of intact, well-to-do families who 
have lived abroad and in Japan reside in areas relatively sheltered from prejudice and 
discrimination by the status of their families and the friendly environment of international 
schools or schools on the military bases (Murphy-Shigematsu, 1994b).  These Konketsuji 
were able to have access to gaining skills of bilingualism and multiculturalism that both 
earned them respect in Japanese society and increased their opportunities in the United 
States.  Comparatively few of those raised in isolation from other Konketsuji in poor socio-
economic conditions by single mothers had access to international schools and bilingual and 
bicultural family environments. 
  
Kokusaiji and Daburu 
 
In 1979 the International Year of the Child, the term “Kokusaiji,” meaning “international 
child,” was advanced as an alternative label for American-Japanese (Oshiro, 1984).  This 
term has never been as widely used as previous ones but was promoted especially in the 
years preceding the passage of a new nationality law in 1985.  These years also were marked 
by several publicized legal cases that challenged the state’s right to deny Japanese 
citizenship to children born to Japanese women and foreign men (Tanaka, 1991).  The new 
nationality law was a major reform that eliminated sexual discrimination by finally allowing 
all children with Japanese mothers to acquire nationality (Kokusai Kekkon o Kangeru Kai, 
1991).  Nearly all people of multiethnic ancestry therefore can acquire the right to benefits 
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such as welfare, single-parent allowances, and national health insurance and encounter no 
legal barriers to equality.    
 Ironically, the new nationality law has led to a new problem of statelessness for 
individuals born to foreign mothers and fathered by Japanese fathers who fail to recognize 
paternity.  Such cases of Japanese-Filipino and other children of mixed ancestry are 
becoming one of the current representations of multiethnic people.  Although the new law 
allows dual nationality in children it was also intended to eliminate dual nationality in adults 
although this is likely to prove to be unenforceable, creating a new generation of dual 
nationals.  Those who choose to live as foreign nationals will still face certain limitations on 
their lives and unequal treatment in certain laws, but these restrictions are dwindling in 
number and importance.   
 The term Kokusaiji represents the attempt to redefine the multiethnic person from 
negative to positive by emphasizing the international quality of their parentage and their 
cultural background.  It also represents new social conditions that include a wide range of 
marriages (now called international marriages), with nationals of many countries.  In this age 
of so-called internationalization and globalism these marriages usually do not involve 
military personnel and include all social classes.  International marriages now involve 
Japanese men three times as much as Japanese women, although Japanese-American 
marriages remain the exception, still mostly involving Japanese women and American men 
(Ministry of Justice, 1994). 
 Opposition to the terms Ainoko, Konketsuji and Haafu are similar to a movement in 
the United States away from terms that emphasize blood or percentage of ancestry, such as 
mixed-blood or half-breed.  The term Haafu and the newer term Kuohta are taken from 
English words “half” and “quarter” and label the multiethnic person according to the amount 
of non-Japanese blood, much like the old racial terminology for Mulatto and Quadroon used 
in the United States.  In the same way that the one-drop rule supposedly makes a person with 
any amount of Black ancestry Black and not White, any amount of non-Japanese ancestry 
has been thought to make a person foreign and not Japanese.  Of course this is only in a 
social sense, as legally there are no racial barriers to being either American or Japanese. 
 This irrational racial classification is offensive and alienating to many multiethnic 
people.  Some English-speaking parents of American-Japanese and some bilingual 
American-Japanese themselves resent the English origin of the word Haafu and feel that it is 
derogatory.  They also reject as discriminatory all previous terms as well as the term 
“Amerasian” as too related to representations of Vietnamese orphans.  They prefer terms in 
English like bicultural or binational although the equivalent of neither is widely used in 
Japanese.   
 However, the term “Daburu” has caught on to some extent.  It is also a direct 
borrowing of the English term “double” and is used to correct the deficiencies of the term 
Haafu.  It emphasizes that American-Japanese are not half anything but that they have the 
ethnicity of both sides of their parentage.  It is considered a positive statement and a term of 
empowerment.  But though it is used as a explanatory concept by some who say that they 
consider themselves to be double more than half, it is rarely used as a self-identifying label 
by American-Japanese themselves.  The popularity of the term Daburu ironically indicates 
the present state of racial affairs in the sense that some Ameriasns feel discriminated or 
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unaccepted as Japanese and therefore feel a need to positively assert themselves in a way 
that emphasizes their superiority over others. 
 Some who resist using the term Daburu  feel that it simply continues to identify them 
by a special term when they would prefer a term that indicates their actual ancestry, such as 
Amerikakei Nihonjin (American-Japanese).  Others feel that the term Haafu is used without 
a sense of its original English meaning.  They claim that despite objections by English 
speaking parents and concerned others, self definition has paradoxically taken place by 
embracing and redefining the inherently racist and negative term Haafu.  
 These days most American-Japanese who live outside the bases are not related with 
the military but have American fathers or mothers who are businessmen or English teachers.  
Their children may attend public schools, but those who can afford them and live near them 
attend private international schools where children of mixed ancestry are numerous and 
prejudice on that basis nonexistent.  Although old associations and stereotypes of the 
military, poverty, and illegitimacy are fading, they continue to pressure American-Japanese 
with military fathers to deny their background and instead claim that their fathers are 
businessmen, thereby making them appear to be real international people in the eyes of 
majority Japanese (Williams, 1992). 
 Outside of a few local areas where bases continue to exist, it is mostly in Okinawa 
where the lives of American-Japanese are still influenced by the presence of U.S. military 
forces.  Despite its reversion to Japan in 1972, twenty years after the rest of Japan, the 
United States still maintains enormous military bases in Okinawa.  Approximately seventy 
five percent of the military facilities in Japan remain concentrated on the main island of 
Okinawa. In most parts of Japan, the American military has become mostly just a memory or 
a minor inconvenience, but in Okinawa they continue to exercise control over large land 
areas and create tensions that are always potentially dangerous to the scapegoating of 
multiethnic Japanese (Murphy-Shigematsu, 1993). 
 But for these reasons, more than anywhere else in Japan, American-Japanese in 
Okinawa have assumed a symbolic role.  In the popular media as well as the arts they have 
been represented as a symbol of not only of the American military and the troubles they 
cause but more complexly as a symbol of Okinawa itself (Oshiro, 1992).  These 
representations are of the American-Japanese as physically symbolizing Okinawa’s cultural 
and political reality of American influence.  As victims themselves, they symbolize how 
Okinawa has been spoiled by the aggression of others but also how Okinawa’s resilient spirit 
thrives despite this oppression.  
 
Discussion 
 
 Representations of American-Japanese and others of mixed ancestry have evolved 
along with their socio-political situation.  The generally more positive images enhance their 
quality of life but still have not freed them to express themselves as persons of more than 
one ethnic background.  Most individuals who can pass in the mainstream society attempt to 
cover their non-Japanese part.   Those who cannot pass usually find life easier by adopting a 
public identity as a foreigner since that is the only way that many majority individuals can 
see them.   
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 The writer Tachihara Masaaki (1980), himself of mixed Korean and Japanese 
ancestry once wrote, "I wonder if the day will ever come when the fact of being of mixed 
blood would be understood in Japan."  This day may be far off.  Although this paper has 
focused on representations of multiethnic people, it would be fair to say that a general 
ignorance still prevails about their existence.  A lack of awareness of identity as determined 
by various factors besides facial features, skin color or “blood” makes it difficult for 
American-Japanese to assert the varieties of identities that they develop.  Identity as a 
racialistic and nationalistic either/or concept is increasingly unsuitable for a world in which 
many individuals transcend these traditional boundaries and form multiple allegiances.  
These identities may have certain strengths and advantages in coping with a future world.  
  The recognition that Japanese as well foreigners come in different forms is sorely 
missing.  In this so-called global era, distinguishing between what is related to one nation 
and the people of that nation is becoming increasingly confusing.  In one ironic incident, a 
town in New York state seeking to buy a tractor received bids from John Deere and 
Komatsu.  Wanting to buy American they picked the John Deere, but on further 
investigation they found that the John Deere was actually made in Japan and the Komatsu 
was made in the United States (The Japan Times, 1993).  So which was actually American 
and which was Japanese?  And did it really matter? 
 If we were asked to determine the nationality of Bill Smith and Taro Nakamura how 
would we guess?  And what if we were told that Bill Smith was a Japanese citizen with 
green eyes and brown hair who speaks Japanese fluently and was born and raised in Japan; 
and that Taro Nakamura was a brown-eyed, black haired American citizen who was born 
and raised in the United States and speaks native English and poor Japanese.  The presence 
of large numbers of returnee students who are Japanese but born and raised in another 
country and Brazilians of Japanese ancestry who speak no Japanese and are culturally 
different is challenging the assumption of the relation between Japanese blood and cultural 
knowledge.  There are also the increasing number of non-Japanese born and raised in Japan 
who often speak Japanese well or Japanese of mixed ancestry whose identity is Japanese and 
who possess the cultural knowledge of other Japanese.  These persons emphasize that in 
Japan, as elsewhere, a person’s identity cannot be determined by his phenotype.  
 The problems that still exist for multiethnic people are mostly problems related to the 
ideology of being Japanese.  Japan is a state that stands out among major industrial nations 
as one that clings to a mythology of ethnic purity of its people.  This mythology obviously 
excludes American-Japanese who have an American ancestry and are also mostly physically 
identifiable as different from majority Japanese.  Within this social context American-
Japanese find themselves labeled as foreigners and must reconcile this perception with their 
internal sense of identity.  The racial definition of being Japanese also includes a non-
scientific concept of Japanese blood that is equated with possession of cultural knowledge 
(Yoshino, 1992).  The American-Japanese is suspect of not having this knowledge because 
of his or her insufficient amount of Japanese blood or due to the negating effect of foreign 
blood.   
 The consciousness that equates phenotype with being Japanese leads to many 
misunderstandings such as the following story told to the researcher.  Both husband and wife 
are American-Japanese; the husband is of mixed Japanese and European American ancestry 
and is a Japanese citizen.  The wife is of Japanese and Filipino ancestry and is an American 
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citizen.  Going through immigration procedures together at the airport in Japan they each 
hand their passports to the official.  Glancing at their faces and passports, without opening 
them the annoyed official switches the passports, putting the husband's passport in front of 
the wife and the wife's passport in front of the husband and warns them not to mix up their 
passports.  
 American-Japanese encounter this kind of situation in Japan because many people 
have learned to judge others based on simplistic rules and fixed images or stereotypes of a 
Japanese and a foreigner.  A person who is thought to look like a Japanese is assumed to be 
Japanese.  Those who are not Japanese are expected to try to act as much as possible like 
Japanese.  In other words, those who can pass as majority Japanese are encouraged and 
permitted to do so because their phenotype enables the majority to regard them as if they 
were majority Japanese.  
 Those whose phenotype is considered non-Japanese are still seen as different and not 
Japanese; those judged to be phenotypically white are viewed as foreigners (gaijin)  and 
those judged to phenotypically black are regarded as blacks (kokujin).  Those who do not 
look like a Japanese are not only assumed to be foreign but are also expected to act like a 
foreigner. 
 These decisions are based simply on subjective judgments of physical appearance or 
phenotype.  However in reality the nationality, experience, or identity of American-Japanese 
or other people cannot be judged by one's perception of his or her appearance.  Neither 
Japanese nationality nor American nationality have any ethnic restrictions.   
 The tendency to distinguish between Japanese and foreigners and to construct 
artificial walls for those judged to be non-Japanese is a barrier to social acceptance of 
American-Japanese.  This way of thinking is directly related to the ideology of Japan as a 
homogeneous society and the resulting we-they distinction that dominates the consciousness 
of individuals.  Enduring notions of purity of blood have blocked the full acceptance of 
various people, including multiethnics (Murphy-Shigematsu, 1993). 
 The mythology of the Japanese as a pure race and as an unique people endowed with 
special qualities that are impossible for non-Japanese to understand is widely believed (Dale, 
1986).  As Japanese society rapidly becomes more diverse this ideology becomes a 
hindrance to progressive attitudes of acceptance of others.  Ethnicity and nationality must be 
distinguished in the minds of people as it is by the state in nationality law in which being 
Japanese is a matter of being a citizen of Japan without regard to ethnicity (Wetherall, 1993).  
In reality throughout this century millions of people of non-Yamato ethnicity have held 
nationality.  Maintenance of an official and popular view inconsistent with the reality that 
being Japanese is a matter of nationality and not race will continue to contribute to ethnic 
divisions in Japanese society and deny the full participation and contributions of multiethnic 
individuals and other minorities. 
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